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Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at 

John Street, Greenock (River Clyde Homes) 
 

 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the River Clyde Homes property at 

John Street, Greenock. 

Area context 
 

This property consists of 6 similarly designed buildings, built with small gaps between 

them, each of 3 levels. The project is to provide open shelters for bicycle parking in 

the back courts. There appears to be no public access to these areas. 

The property sits in an area which is relatively isolated from other buildings and 

which is even more distant from other residential property. The main Greenock-

Glasgow railway line runs east-west, immediately to the north of the property, 

elevated above ground level. Roads cross under this to the east and west of the 

property. Generally in all other directions there is rough land. Old maps suggest this 

area was generally residential in nature in the 1800’s, but that by the 1900’s 

residential property to the north of the railway had been replaced by more industrial 

uses, and that in the 1960’s (when the current buildings appear on mapping) other 

residential properties were also present south of the railway, and stretching east up 

St. Laurence Street. One old church building here was demolished very recently. 

Audit context 
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  
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Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [JS] - to the points marked on this map. 

 

JS John Street 
CS Cartsburn Street 
AS Arthur Street 
OS Orchard Street 
LS  St Lawrence Street 
CA Carnock Street 
FS Fire station 
75 National Cycle 

Network route 

B B788 
SM1/2 Supermarkets 
OM Oak Mall 
CAS Cathcart Street 
BS Belville Street 
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Observations 
Project 

  

The site chosen for bicycle parking appears to have no public access, and may be closely overlooked from the property. It is 

assumed that access will be via gates from the small access streets (with the advantage of being at street level). 

   

Immediate area   

Outside the property the footway appears to be of moderate quality, but in places beside the small access carriageways north 

of John St it is very narrow (some users may need to use the carriageway). It seems likely that vehicles move slowly here.  

1 a 

There are (fairly low quality) dropped kerbs facilitating movement across these access carriageways (along John Street). 2 a 

It seems likely that many predictable destinations which might be reached on foot would require crossing to the north of the 

railway. The footway on Arthur Street [AS] below the railway is of very low quality, narrow, with substantial trip hazards (and 

would be difficult to negotiate with mobility aids, or other wheeled devices). This leads to an area of more industrial-style 

buildings, where there is little ‘active frontage’ – and thus this route may be unwelcoming after dark. One of the footways of 

Cartsburn Street [CS] below the railway is of better quality, having been rebuilt since 2016 – the other has some substantial 

issues, including the lack of dropped kerbs facilitating crossing over the entrance to Stanners Lane [SL] – and to the north of 

the railway is also of a more industrial nature. This route may also be unwelcoming after dark – particularly because of the 

presence of the isolated Stanners Lane and a long section of guard rail preventing exit from the western footway. 

3,4,5, 

6,7 
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Although Arthur Street is part of National Cycle Network route 75 [75] this is an ordinary urban carriageway, and while it might 

seem quieter than some more major nearby streets it seems fairly unlikely that it would meet a standard which most people 

would consider acceptable for cycling. 

3,5 c,d 

Routes south of the property rise steeply. There is a separate path and Orchard Street [OS] has a (poor quality) footway. Both 

routes are isolated, surrounded by significant greenery, and away from other buildings. Neither shows signs of much use (with 

weeds or moss on the surfaces). These routes may be unwelcoming for many people even in daylight. There may be a 

convenience style shop 150 metres south at the top of Orchard Street (one existed previously, but we did not check that it 

remains open). Due (in addition) to the steepness of the hill these routes are unwelcoming for cycling. 

8,9 c,d 

To the east of the property St Lawrence Street [LS] climbs significantly, up to the Cartsdyke area of the town. There is a small 

convenience-style shop [S] at the top of this hill. This route is isolated from other buildings, is not overlooked, and has a 

significant green area to the south. It will be unwelcoming for many after dark. The hill also makes it unwelcoming for cycling. 

10 c,d 

In general the isolated character of surrounding streets seems likely to define the experience of walking journeys within the 

immediate local area, most obviously after dark. 

3-10 c,d 

Wider area   

Longer trips on foot to the (generally residential) areas of Greenock to the south, are likely to mean crossing Belville Street 

[BS]. This appears to carry a higher volume of traffic than might at first be expected, presumably due to it running above and 

parallel to the railway. At times during the audit this was difficult to cross. There are no formal crossing points. Parking blocks 

clear views. We noted damage to railings at the top of Ratho Street, which we’d presume arose from a vehicle collision. 

11 c,d 

Longer trips on foot toward Greenock town centre require use of the footway of the A8, which runs parallel to the railway but 

to its north. Here the A8 is of 4 or 5 lanes, and it carries enough traffic to make for an unpleasant environment for walking. 

This is not an environment where more than a tiny number of people will consider cycling.  

12 c,d 
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A National Cycle Network route [75] passes adjacent to the property. To the west this is of low quality, with a convoluted route 

involving indirect sections of shared footway, a signalised crossing, rough (pathless) industrial land, and setted 

(“cobblestone”) streets – routing around rather than into the town centre. East is an indirect route of about 1.5km of ordinary 

carriageway (relatively complex conditions for cycling, some significant traffic), climbing significantly (overall 40m, but in an 

undulating route) to join a traffic-free path built on an old railway – which generally skirts (above) the urban areas to the east, 

leading eventually toward Glasgow. This latter section of the route may offer daylight leisure trips for a wide range of users. 

3,5,10 

11,14 

c,d 

A supermarket (Morrisons) is around 450 metres west [SM1]. Walking here involves use of the A8 footway. To facilitate 

vehicle access to the fire station here [FS] a long section (around 30 metres) of footway is absent. No significant kerb 

separates pedestrians from three adjacent lanes of westbound traffic. It is likely that this area is difficult to negotiate for 

families with young children, or people with visual impairment. The carriageway here is surfaced so that it’s colour matches 

the area for walking. This route also crosses the B788 (5 lanes) [B]. A two-stage signalised crossing helps - although at a 

location where some pedestrians are hidden from drivers of vehicles turning in (and vice versa). An alternate route exists via 

Carnock Street [CA] (avoiding the fire station/A8) but there is no support (and guard railing discouraging) the crossing of the 

B788 – which connects to Carnock Street at a major (2 lane) roundabout built to provide vehicle access to the supermarket. 

12,13 c,d 

It seems unlikely that many would consider cycling to this supermarket from the property. Parts of the National Cycle Network 

can be followed (around 600m overall route), but the on-road sections are unwelcoming and the off-road sections are of very 

poor quality – involving a convoluted route using shared footway, two major two-stage signalised crossings, and a substantial 

section over old rough industrial land (no path). We observed no suitable place to park a bicycle at the supermarket. 

5,14 c,d 

There is a large shopping centre in the centre of Greenock – Oak Mall [OM]. The pedestrian route to this is around 1km. After 

passing the supermarket (as discussed above) the obvious route uses Cathcart Street [CAS], which generally has wide 

footways with relatively good quality surfaces and dropped kerbs (marked with a small amount of tactile paving) at side roads. 

15,16  

A bicycle parking rack is available at the closest entrance to the shopping centre. The location is relatively isolated. We saw 

no usage. The National Cycle Network route bypasses the town centre. A convoluted connecting route using moderately quiet 

17 c,d 
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carriageway (and dismounting to cross the A8 at a two stage pedestrian crossing) can be followed. This is around 50% longer 

than the pedestrian route. It encounters substantial sections of setted carriageway (“cobblestone”) surface (some newly laid). 

There is an alternate supermarket (Lidl) [SM2] closer to the National Cycle Network route, but access involves further 

substantial sections of setted carriageway, and we found no suitable places to park a bicycle outside it.  

18  
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Recommendations 
 Immediate/wider area 

a The association should consider providing/seeking improvements for pedestrians to the two short access carriageways which link into the 

area of the property to the north of John Street. It seems likely that these each only provide for parking for around 4 vehicles, yet they 

occupy a significant (and unattractive) area - for such a low number of spaces - on the public facing side of the property, providing only 

narrow low quality footways. 

b If it wishes to support its residents to be able to live daily life without resorting to car use, the association should actively seek significant 

improvements to the footways near the property, and more significant changes to the environment beneath the railway bridges, including 

potentially the removal of the pedestrian guard rails on Cartsburn Street.  

c The association should choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face in this area, on the 

basis that it can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

d The association should take note that that the barriers to walking and cycling in this area, and the potential difficulties (or unpleasantness) 

faced in accessing key community amenities except by car, may have consequences for the daily life of residents. 

e As a stakeholder in the area, the association should highlight to the local authority that the severance of this area from the centre of 

Greenock, in terms of journeys on foot or by bicycle, is an example of an issue which may well also apply to the Cartsdyke community as 

a whole – and that wider improvements could be significant.  

.
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Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Narrow footway at access carriageway 2: Shrink photos fit boxes, 6 per page, . 

  

3: Arthur Street footway 4: Arthur Street footway under railway 

  

5: Arthur Street north of railway 6: Cartsburn Street at railway 
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7: Cartsburn Street, west footway 8: Path south from property 

  

9: Orchard street, south from property 10: St Lawrence Street (hill and isolation) 

  

11: Belville Street at top of St Lawrence Street 12: Lack of footway beside A8 at fire station 
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13: B788 roundabout at supermarket access 14: National Cycle Network across rough ground 

  

15: Wide footway, Cathcart Street 16: Dropped kerbs, Cathcart Street 

  

17: Isolated bicycle parking, Cathcart Square 18: Rough route toward Lidl from (rough) NCN  

 


